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Cooperative Spectrum Sensing in Cognitive Radio
Networks Using Multidimensional Correlations
Dongyue Xue, Eylem Ekici, and Mehmet C. Vuran
Abstract—In this paper, a multidimensional-correlation-based
sensing scheduling algorithm, (CORN)2, is developed for cogni-
tive radio networks to minimize energy consumption. A sensing
quality metric is defined as a measure of the correctness of
spectral availability information based on the fact that spectrum
sensing information at a given space and time can represent
spectrum information at a different point in space and time.
The scheduling algorithm is shown to achieve a cost of sensing
(e.g., energy consumption, sensing duration) arbitrarily close
to the possible minimum, while meeting the sensing quality
requirements. To this end, (CORN)2 utilizes a novel sensing
deficiency virtual queue concept and exploits the correlation
between spectrum measurements of a particular secondary user
and its collaborating neighbors. The proposed algorithm is
proved to achieve a distributed and arbitrarily close to optimal
solution under certain, easily satisfied assumptions. Furthermore,
a distributed Selective-(CORN)2 (S-(CORN)2) is introduced by
extending the distributed algorithm to allow secondary users to
select collaboration neighbors in densely populated cognitive ra-
dio networks. In addition to the theoretically proved performance
guarantees, the algorithms are evaluated through simulations.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio networks; cooperative spectrum
sensing; correlation; optimal scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
TODAY’S wireless networks are characterized by a fixedspectrum assignment policy. However, a large portion of
the assigned spectrum is used sporadically and geographical
variations in the utilization of assigned spectrum range from
15% to 85% with a high variance in time. The limited available
spectrum and the inefficiency in the spectrum usage necessitate
a new communication paradigm to exploit the existing wireless
spectrum opportunistically. This new networking paradigm is
referred to as cognitive radio networks (CRNs) [2]. Based on
the ambient spectrum information, cognitive radio users (or
secondary users (SUs)) communicate via available channels
without disrupting the communication of spectrum owners (or
primary user (PUs)).
To assess the spectral availability while maintaining efficient
operation of CRNs, effective spectrum sensing solutions are
required [2]. Recently, spectrum sensing solutions have been
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developed to provide high detection probability and mini-
mize false alarm rates, where mainly physical layer metrics
are considered. In general, spectrum sensing solutions can
be classified as cooperative and non-cooperative [2]. More
specifically, cooperative solutions rely on multiple SUs to
exchange spectrum occupancy information through individual
local measurements. This can be achieved through cluster-
based architectures [5], wherein the CRN is divided into clus-
ters and each cluster-head makes a decision on the availability
of channels. Spectrum availability is assessed by leveraging
spectrum utilization information from different cluster heads
that receive the local observations of SUs in their clusters.
Cooperative sensing schemes are also utilized to estimate the
maximum transmit power in cognitive networks so that the
interference constraints are satisfied [9].
The existing studies indicate that collaboration among SUs
improves the efficiency of spectrum utilization, and allows
relaxation of the constraints at individual SUs [12], [25].
However, network-wide effects of spatio-temporal sensing
have not been formally analyzed except for heuristics in
[25], [26]. While collaboration is shown to improve sensing
efficiency at the physical layer, two major tradeoffs exist
in terms of network-wide considerations: (1) Cooperative
spectrum sensing introduces communication overhead for the
dissemination of local observations between SUs. Accord-
ingly, a large number of SUs used for cooperation results in a
higher communication cost irrespective of whether a cluster-
based or a flat topology is employed. Consequently, energy
consumption associated with such communication overhead
increases with increasing cooperation. (2) Spectrum utilization
observed by closely located SUs is highly correlated due to
the inherent spatial correlation in the received PU signals and
correlated shadow fading. In addition to the spatial correlation
between SUs, the observed information is also correlated
in the time domain. More specifically, spectrum information
gathered at a particular time represents the spectrum activity
at a later time, where the certainty decreases with time
difference due to the temporally-correlated nature of the PU
activity. If an SU performs local sensing, the additional use
of highly correlated spectrum information has minimal effect
on improving sensing accuracy [12], [25], [31]. On the other
hand, the communication overhead increases regardless. These
tradeoffs are generally exploited to limit the number of sensors
that collaborate for a spectrum sensing task [30].
The existing work, however, considers local sensing is
performed all the time. Instead, we argue that, spectrum
sensing information at a given space and time can represent
spectrum information at a different point in the space-time
1536-1276/14$31.00 c© 2014 IEEE
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space. Accordingly, an SU can improve its sensing quality at
a particular time by using spectrum information observed by
a different SU at a different time instead of local sensing.
Identifying the main objective of sensing as maintaining
a given minimum sensing quality, in this paper, we explore
cooperative methods that will minimize the cost of sensing.
The cost can flexibly be defined as a means to represent the
resources spent (such as energy) or opportunities sacrificed
for sensing (such as sensing duration). Since cooperation
requires information exchange, these costs will also explicitly
incorporate communication activities. Accordingly, we de-
velop a provably arbitrarily close to optimal correlation-based
cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm, named (CORN)2,
through a novel sensing deficiency virtual queue concept and
exploit the correlation between SUs. The algorithm further
leads to a distributed solution when correlation weights are
upper-bounded by some constants (referred in the paper as
the bounded contribution assumption), which holds especially
in low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) environments with a high
level of temporal correlation of spectrum sensing information.
In densely populated CRNs, the communication overhead
may reap the benefits of cooperation. To address this issue,
the distributed (CORN)2 is further extended to a Selective-
(CORN)2 (S-(CORN)2) in densely populated CRNs where SU
nodes are selective in using their neighbor reports on sensing
information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, related work in spectrum sensing correlation and utility-
optimal scheduling in wireless networks is discussed. The
problem description and the models used to represent spectrum
sensing are introduced in Section III. We introduce (CORN)2,
an arbitrarily close to optimal correlation-based cooperative
spectrum sensing scheduling algorithm, in Section IV and
analyze its theoretical performance in Section V. (CORN)2 is
further extended for densely populated CRNs in Section VI. A
numerical evaluation of (CORN)2 is presented in Section VII.
The paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Spectrum management in CRNs has recently been inves-
tigated in the literature [3]. Most notably, optimal spectrum
sensing schemes have been developed for non-cooperative and
cooperative spectrum sensing solutions [6], [7], [10], [11],
[13]. To this end, recently, spectral correlation is exploited
to minimize the spectrum sensing cost without hampering the
spectrum sensing accuracy [4], [8]. However, these solutions
focus only on the spectral content of the signal received by
a single user and do not address spatial correlation between
SUs. In addition, spatial correlation between signals received
at closely located SUs have been investigated [12], [25],
[31]. Furthermore, due to primary signal characteristics, the
spectrum activity is also temporally correlated. Correlation-
based sensing scheduling algorithms have been proposed in
[10], [43], [44], [45], [6], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. Algo-
rithms in [10], [43] aim to minimize the network-wide energy
consumption employing spatial correlations only. However, the
sensing quality constraint (in terms of probability of false
alarm and misdetection) is a global one for the CR base
station, which requires centralized control. On the other hand,
the sensing quality constraint is imposed on local SU nodes in
our work. In [44], [45], consensus-based sensing scheduling
algorithms are proposed for a cognitive radio mobile ad hoc
network, but local sensing is performed all the time. On
the other hand, in our work, SUs can choose to improve
their sensing quality at a particular time by using spectrum
information observed by a different SU instead of local sens-
ing. Spatial correlation is considered in the optimal spectrum
sensing algorithm in [6]. However, the correlation is assumed
to be 1, which does not apply to the setting where spatial
correlation diminishes over the distance between SUs. In [46],
while temporal correlation on PU activity is considered, the
spectrum access algorithm is proposed for a single-SU single-
PU scenario. The algorithm in [46] is not readily extendable to
a CRN composed of multiple cooperative SUs. While spatial
correlations are considered in [47], local sensing is performed
all the time. A sensing scheduling algorithm is proposed in
[48] considering temporal and spatial correlations via a game
theory approach, but the objective is very different from that
of our work. Specifically, a network-wide utility is maximized
given energy consumption constraint in [48]. In contrast, we
minimize energy expenditure given local sensing and sensing
quality constraint. In [49], spatial-temporal correlations are
employed in the optimal opportunistic spectrum access for
a mobile cognitive radio network. However, the objective
is to maximize SU throughput, which is different from our
objective of minimizing energy consumption. In [50], temporal
correlations are exploited to optimally detect (in terms of
probability of misdetection and probability of false alarm) the
existence of PU. However, local sensing is required for all the
secondary receivers in the CRN.
The sensing problem investigated in this paper is a util-
ity optimal scheduling problem with energy minimization.
Throughput/utility-optimal scheduling for wireless communi-
cation networks has been studied in the past in detail. The
seminal work on back-pressure-based scheduling [14] and its
extensions have been widely employed in developing optimal
scheduling in wireless networks. Throughput/utility-optimal
routing and scheduling algorithms have been developed
in [16], [17], [18]. These optimal scheduling algorithms are
generally computationally prohibitive and impractical for dis-
tributed implementations. Distributed algorithms are proposed
in [19], [20], [21], [22] at the sacrifice of throughput/utility
optimality. In this work, we show that when the bounded
contribution assumption holds (i.e., correlation weights are
appropriately bounded above), the proposed algorithm can
achieve both distributed implementation and optimality of cost
of sensing.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. Objective and Motivation
Information about spectral availability is the key for a
healthy CRN. We define the Sensing Quality as a measure
of the correctness of spectral availability information. An
instance of sensing quality can be formulated as a combination
of false alarm and mis-detection probabilities of a particular
sensing algorithm. Under our framework, the sensing quality
is a dynamic measure of spectral availability information. It
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varies not only based on the inherent limitations of indi-
vidual sensors (e.g., ability to distinguish PU channel usage
from noise), but also as a function of time and the origin
of the information. For the sake of simplicity, consider a
perfectly accurate spectral sensing result generated by a given
node. Traditionally, a rigid period of validity is assumed for
such information. In fact, the validity of information can
be represented as a non-increasing function of time unless
it is augmented with new measurements. Moreover, if the
sensing information is shared in a neighborhood, its ability
to represent the correct channel availability information gen-
erally diminishes with distance as well as time. As such, we
envision that every cognitive node will strive to maintain a
minimum sensing quality level to ensure proper operation. In
the following, we introduce the models to represent spectrum
sensing.
B. Spectrum Sensing Quality
Consider a network with a PU and a set of SUs N ,
where Ns =| N |, and the wireless spectrum S is divided
into spectrum bands (channels) c, where c ∈ S and Nc is
the number of channels. Any one of these channels can be
occupied by a PU at any time. Accordingly, the activity of a
PU in a channel c, at location sp and time t is denoted as a
binary variable Ap(c, sp, t), which is equal to 1 if the PU is
transmitting.
We consider a spectrum sensing mechanism, where each
SU j samples the energy of a set of channels Cj ⊆ S using
energy detection. Accordingly, the received signal sampled by
an SU j at location sj is denoted by Yj [c, nj ] = y(c, sj, tnj )
for a channel c ∈ Cj at discrete time tnj = njTu, where Tu
is unit time. Assuming all powers are normalized according
to the transmit power of the primary transmitter and the PU
resides at the center of the coordinate system, the received
energy sampled by the SU j can be modeled as follows:
y(c, sj , tnj ) = As(c, sj, tnj ) +W,
As(c, sj , tnj ) = α(c, sj , tnj )Ap(c,0, tnj )
(1)
where As(c, sj , tnj ) is the attenuated version of the PU signal,
Ap(c,0, tnj ), at the location of the SU j, sj , at time tnj ;
α(c, sj , tnj ) models the attenuation and fading in the channel;
0 = {0, 0} is the location of the PU, and W ∼ N (0, σN ) is
the detection noise at the SU. Note that in the model (1), we
assume that the propagation delay is negligible.
Now consider another SU i at location si that performs
spectrum sensing for the same channel c at time tni (tni >
tnj ). Through collaboration, the SU i can use the sensing
information of SU j at a different time and location for
spectrum sensing. Due to the correlation in spatial and tem-
poral dimensions, the sensed information at SUs i and j are
correlated. More specifically, the spatio-temporal correlation
function ρ(·) for two channel samples taken in channel c; at
locations si and sj ; and at times tni and tnj is given by
ρ(Δsi,j ,Δ
t
i,j) 
E [Yi[c, ni]Yj [c, nj ]]
σ2Y
= ρs(Δ
s
i,j) · ρt(Δti,j)
(2)
where σ2Y is the variance of the signal, Δsi,j = ||si, sj ||,
and Δti,j = |tni − tnj | are the differences in spatial and
temporal dimensions. Without loss of generality, we model the
correlation function with spatial (ρs(·)) and temporal (ρt(·))
components. In the following, we explain their compositions.
• Spatial Correlation: In RF signal measurements, the
spatial correlation between observed samples occurs be-
cause of the correlated nature of shadow fading [32].
Theoretical and experimental studies show that there is an
exponential relationship between spatial correlation and
the distance between sample points [26], [27], [28], [33].
• Temporal Correlation: Temporal correlation between
spectrum samples can be modeled as small-scale and
large-scale temporal correlation. Small-scale temporal
correlation exists due to the primary user signal proper-
ties. For a high enough sampling rate, observed samples
are correlated since the primary user signal is correlated.
On the other hand, large-scale temporal correlation exists
due to the movement of the secondary user [32]. As
the secondary user moves within the spatially correlated
signal field, the spectrum samples become correlated.
This correlation is directly proportional to the sampling
rate but inversely proportional to the speed of the SU
[34].
Recent long-term and large-scale spectrum sensing exper-
iments also confirm the existence of correlation in space
and time [35]. Small-scale temporal correlation is generally
exploited within spectrum sensing algorithms in terms of sam-
ple averaging or cyclostationary feature analysis as a means
to improve sensing accuracy. This correlation is negligible
when the time difference between different spectrum sensing
attempts are considered. Consequently, we model the spatial
and temporal correlation in spectrum sensing in (2) as follows
[33]:
ρs(Δ
s
i,j) = e
− Δ
s
i,j
Dcorr ; ρt(Δ
t
i,j) = e
−Δ
t
i,jvi
Dcorr (3)
where Dcorr is the decorrelation distance and vi is the speed
of the SU. Note that since the correlation of the underlying
stochastic process is still due to location, the correlation dis-
tances are the same for both spatial and temporal correlations.
Hence, they follow the same spatial correlation parameter, i.e.,
Dcorr.
Now, consider a multi-user spectrum sensing setting, where
a node i performs spectrum sensing according to the following
observation definition:
Ti(c, ni) =
∑
j∈Ii
wcj,i(ni)Yj [c, nj ], (4)
where Ii is the set of neighbors of i, including the node i,
within which cooperative sensing can be performed, wcj,i(ni)
is the weight factor, and Yj [c, nj ] is the most recent observa-
tion of one of the neighbors j at discrete time nj (nj ≤ ni).
If non-cooperative sensing is employed, wcj,i(ni) = 0, ∀j = i
and wci,i(ni) = 1. For cooperative sensing, the weight factor,
wcj,i(ni), can be selected according to the correlation between
spectrum samples as modeled in (2) and (3). A more detailed
model of wcj,i(ni) can be found in [51].
It is clear that it takes a relatively long time to sense
the whole spectrum in a wide band cognitive radio network.
Instead, it might be more efficient to share channels to be
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sensed among neighbors, which have correlated observations.
Intuitively, if the local observation of node i on a particular
channel is highly correlated with one of its neighbors, the
node may use the neighbor’s information only without any
local sensing on that channel. Such cooperation decreases
the cost for spectrum sensing. On the other hand, if node i
performs local sensing on a channel, any information from
its closest neighbors would be highly correlated and will
not improve sensing accuracy [28]. Existing work so far
has assumed all the information is available at an SU or
a fusion center and the correlation aspects are considered
accordingly. In that case, communication overhead increases
to exchange local observations. With the notion of spectrum
representativeness, this overhead can be mitigated. Next, we
propose a novel model to capture this tradeoff in correlated
sensing performance.
IV. CORRELATION-BASED COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM
SENSING SCHEDULING ALGORITHM ((CORN)2)
In this section, we model the CRN from the perspective
of individual SUs and their requirements of sensing quality.
Accordingly, we develop a provably arbitrarily close to op-
timal sensing scheduling algorithm through a novel sensing
deficiency virtual queue concept and introduce its distributed
implementation.
A. Problem Definition
Let an SU i have access to a set of communication channels
Ci ⊆ S . For sensing accuracy, we associate each pair of SU i
and channel c, c ∈ Ci, with a minimum rate of sensing quality
RD that needs to be maintained at all times. This minimum
level can be achieved by sensing the channel locally and/or
by exchanging spectrum sensing reports between other SUs in
the vicinity. The sensing quality is assumed to decay in time at
a constant rate, and needs to be supplemented with additional
sensing data. The cooperative nature of this framework stems
from sharing the sensing information within Ii neighborhoods.
In addition to cooperation, each SU i must also sense a channel
c locally at a minimum rate of RS .1 This requirement forces
each SU i to participate in sensing above a minimum rate and
not rely solely on other nodes’ observations. For analytical
simplicity, we assume RD and RS are constants. The analysis
can be easily extended to the case where RD and RS change
over SUs and channels (i.e., RD and RS can be replaced with
RD(i, c) and RS(i, c), i ∈ N , c ∈ Ci).
We define μi,c(t) ∈ {0, 1} as an indicator of the sensing
event of SU i over channel c at time t. μi,c(t) can also be
considered as an integer value in {0, 1} corresponding to the
normalized quality of sensing. That is, when an SU i senses
a channel c at a discrete time t, this event contributes to its
sensing quality by μi,c(t). On the other hand, when the sensing
information of another SU j is used, its contribution is scaled
by a factor of wcj,i(t), the correlation weight, which captures
1We assume that all the SUs remain silent during the sensing interval.
Compared to conventional sensing solutions, however, during the same
sensing interval, SUs can observe different channels. Consequently, an SU
can utilize the spectrum sensing results of a particular channel at a different
time.
the representativeness of j’s sensing data about channel c at i.
It can be computed using methods outlined in Section III-B,
according to the spatial temporal correlations.
Here, it is important to identify the differences between
μj,c(t) and wcj,i(t). When a node j decides to sense channel
c at time t, the sensing process contributes to its sensing
quality by μj,c(t), which is related to the accuracy of the
local sensing algorithm. Following sensing, this information is
broadcasted. If a neighbor i uses node j’s sensing information,
the contribution of node j’s sensing information to node
i’s sensing is further scaled by wcj,i(t), which is related to
the spatial and temporal correlation between node i and j’s
observations.
At any given discrete point in time t, a node i improves its
sensing quality about a channel c by
Mi,c(t)  min
⎧⎨
⎩
∑
j∈Ii
μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t),M
max
i,c
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
where Mmaxi,c > 1 represents the normalized maximum level of
information that i can obtain about c’s state, and wci,i(t)  1.
The linear combination approximation of sensing quality holds
especially in low SNR environments, where the PU signal is
potentially sensed from sources located far from SUs, such
as TV transmitters, and potential PU receivers are nearby,
such as TV receivers. We also associate each local sensing
event with a fixed cost PS . While, in general, a node is not
required to broadcast its sensing data, in a cooperative setting,
we assume that an SU always broadcasts the result to its
neighboring nodes at the cost of PTx. An SU receives this
information at the cost of PRx. The parameters, PS , PTx, and
PRx, can readily be associated with energy consumption for
the respective activities. In every discrete time instant, the cost
Gi(t) is computed as
Gi(t) =
∑
c∈Ci
[(PS + PTx)μi,c(t) +
∑
j∈Ii\{i}
PRxμj,c(t)].
We would like to find the best scheduling policy Ω∗ =
{μi,c(t)}i,c,t to minimize the cost while satisfying the sensing
quality requirements.
Problem Formulation:
Consider a CRN with SUs i ∈ N . Find an optimal sensing
scheduling policy Ω∗ such that the network-wide cost is
minimized while all individual sensing quality requirements
are satisfied:
minimize lim
T→∞
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈N
Gi(t) (5)
subject to lim
T→∞
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
μi,c(t) ≥ RS
and lim
T→∞
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
Mi,c(t) ≥ RD, ∀i ∈ N , c ∈ Ci,
(6)
where
∑
c∈Ci μi,c(t) ≤ K for a given i and t, i.e., an SU can
sense up to K channels at any point in time (Correspondingly,
the maximum time during which the SUs should be silent is
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upper-bounded by K times the sensing interval for a single
channel).
Note that the above problem formulation aims to achieve
minimum sensing quality rates asymptotically. While the first
constraint in (6) forces each node to perform local sensing,
the second constraint in (6) encourages collaboration. The
problem can further be refined by including the decision to
share or withhold sensing information, as well. For the sake
of tractability, first, we limit the discussion to always sharing
cases. Then, in Section VI, we relax this assumption such
that SUs can decide whether to receive sensing information
of a neighbor. Similarly, we assume that the broadcasting of
information can be performed in a lossless manner with the
help of the scheduling algorithm.
For technical simplicity, we introduce the following assump-
tions that will assist us in developing the sensing scheduling
algorithm:
Assumption 1: We assume that wci,j(t) is fixed over any time
slot duration and i.i.d. over time slots, with values taken from
a finite set.
Assumption 2: We assume that the cooperation between any
two nodes is fair, i.e., for any channel c, ∀i, j ∈ N , we have:
c ∈ Ci and i ∈ Ij if and only if c ∈ Cj and j ∈ Ii.
Assumption 3: We assume that the sensing quality improved
over any time slot is upper-bounded by some constant Mmax:∑
j∈Ii μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t) ≤ Mmax, ∀i ∈ N , ∀c ∈ Ci. Note that this
assumption is valid, since we can letx Mmax  maxi,cMmaxi,c .
B. Optimal Correlation-Based Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
Scheduling Algorithm ((CORN)2)
To solve the minimum-cost sensing scheduling problem,
we present a novel virtual deficiency queue concept, where
the sensing dynamics are represented with virtual queuing
structures, operating in discrete time domain. We define two
types of per-node, per-channel virtual queues that track the
dynamics of sensing quality as shown in Fig. 1. The first
virtual local sensing queue QSi,c(t) (Fig. 1(a)) represents the
local sensing events for channel c in SU i with a periodic
arrival of “packets” at rate RS and an instantaneous service
rate of μi,c(t). The evolution of the local sensing queue
follows, ∀i ∈ N , c ∈ Ci,
QSi,c(t+ 1) = [Q
S
i,c(t) +RS − μi,c(t)]+, (7)
where [a]+  max{a, 0}. A “packet” arrival to the local
sensing queue represents an increase in need for local sensing,
which is satisfied when the packet is “served” and departs from
the queue, i.e., node performs local sensing.
The second virtual queue is the total sensing deficiency
queue QDi,c(t) (Fig. 1(a)) for channel c at SU i with a periodic
arrival of “deficiency packets” at rate RD and instantaneous
service rate of Mi,c(t). Each deficiency packet arrival to
QDi,c(t) represents a decay in sensing quality. The decay in
sensing quality is countered by the departure of “deficiency
packets”, which corresponds to the improvement of the sens-
ing quality. In general, a large value of QDi,c(t) corresponds to a
large sensing deficiency, i.e., a low sensing quality. With local
sensing events and sensing reports gathered from neighbors,
deficiency packets are “served”, which causes the QDi,c to
shrink. This, in turn, corresponds to an improved sensing
quality for the given SU-channel pair. The evolution of the
total sensing deficiency queue follows, ∀i ∈ N , c ∈ Ci,
QDi,c(t+ 1) = [Q
D
i,c(t) +RD −Mi,c(t)]+. (8)
When a sensing scheduling algorithm stabilizes the virtual
queues QSi,c(t) and QDi,c(t), then this means that their respec-
tive arrival rates are smaller than or equal to their average
service rates, i.e., the two conditions of the general problem
formulation in (6) are satisfied. Therefore, when a feasible
algorithm stabilizes the system, the constraints of the optimal
sensing scheduling problem are automatically satisfied. Con-
sequently, the system parameters RS and RD appear in the
system model as arrival rates to our virtual queue structures.
Without loss of generality, we assume that arrivals to the
virtual queues occur periodically with rates RS and RD,
respectively.
At this point, we note that the sensing scheduling algo-
rithm also bears significant differences from earlier works on
power allocation: In single-channel power-optimal scheduling
problem [15], [23], the channel state is known a priori to a
node in its interference range, whereas in the power optimal
sensing scheduling algorithm, multiple neighboring nodes are
required to sense channels and share the information among
themselves. Moreover, while a packet transmission has a direct
effect on the reduction of queues (namely, on the queues of
the transmitting node), a sensing event reduces the deficiency
queues of multiple nodes in the neighborhood. Since a service
decision for a node affects more than one other neighbor,
the solution structure is completely different than traditional
scheduling solutions.
The arbitrarily close to optimal cooperative sensing schedul-
ing algorithm that solves the target problem is given below.
Its optimality is proven in Section V.
Correlation-Based Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
Scheduling Algorithm ((CORN)2):
Consider a CRN with SUs i ∈ N . For each time slot t,
max
(μi,c(t))
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
[μi,c(t)× (9)
(QSi,c(t)− V (PS + PTx + PRx(Ici − 1)))M
+ (min{
∑
j∈Ii
μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t),M
max
i,c })QDi,c(t)],
s.t.
∑
c∈Ci
μi,c(t) ≤ K, ∀i ∈ N , (10)
where V is a control parameter which trades off between the
optimality and the virtual queue backlogs (to be discussed in
detail in Remark 2 in Section V-A). In (9), Ici 
∑
j∈Ii 1c∈Cj ,
i.e., the number of neighboring SUs that can contribute to SU
i’s sensing quality of channel c, including the node i. We note
that μi,c(t) and Mi,c(t) are the service rates of queue local
sensing queue QSi,c(t) and the total sensing deficiency queue
QDi,c(t), respectively from (7)(8). With QSi,c(t) weighted by
μi,c(t) and QDi,c(t) weighted by Mi,c(t) in (9), the intuition
behind the (CORN)2 algorithm is: when the virtual queue is
congested, the corresponding service rate is more likely to be
larger. We will show in Section V that (CORN)2 achieves an
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Fig. 1. Virtual queue structures for sensing quality control.
overall sensing cost arbitrarily close to the minimum, while
stabilizing
(
QSi,c(t)
)
and
(
QDi,c(t)
)
, i.e., constraints (6) are
satisfied.
This algorithm requires network-wide information to com-
pute the sensing schedules for each SU. It can be executed
centrally by a cluster head if the SUs are organized into
(multi-hop or single-hop) clusters. However, it is possible
for individual SUs to compute their own sensing schedules
using information only from their cooperation neighborhood
Ii under certain conditions as will be discussed next.
C. Distributed Solution under Bounded Contribution Assump-
tion
The general algorithm of (9) uses a cap on the maximum
amount of information that can be obtained in a sensing
cycle, which is represented as Mmaxi,c . While this quantity
has practical significance by not allowing arbitrary levels
of accuracy to “accumulate” within a sensing cycle, it also
complicates the algorithm execution. This parameter can be
removed from consideration when correlation weights are ap-
propriately upper-bounded such that the bounded contribution
assumption holds:∑
j∈Ii
μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t) ≤ Mmaxi,c , ∀i ∈ N , ∀c ∈ Ci, ∀t. (11)
Since (μj,c(t)) and (wcj,i(t)) are upper-bounded, this assump-
tion can be easily satisfied if Mmaxi,c is sufficiently large.
This assumption especially holds in low SNR environments
and when the temporal correlation levels of spectrum sensing
information are high (i.e., Mmaxi,c is sufficiently large). Under
this assumption, the optimization (9) can be simplified as
follows:
max
(μi,c(t))
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
μi,c(t)[Q
S
i,c(t) +
∑
j∈Ii
wci,j(t)Q
D
j,c(t)
− V (PS + PTx + PRx(Ici − 1))], (12)
subject to the channel sensing constraints (10). (12) is a typical
maximal weight matching problem on the bipartite graph
formed by the node set N and the channel set S. Since the
matching weight [QSi,c(t) +
∑
j∈Ii w
c
i,j(t)Q
D
j,c(t) − V (PS +
PTx +PRx(I
c
i − 1))] in (12) can be obtained locally for each
SU i and channel c, the optimization problem can be optimally
solved in a greedy and distributed manner. Specifically, each
SU i ∈ N chooses the first min{|Ci|,K} channels with largest
positive matching weights over which SU i performs sensing,
with a time complexity of O(Nc +min{|Ci|,K} logNc).
Remark 1: In each time slot, the optimization problem (12)
can be solved locally and optimally by each SU using the sens-
ing deficiency queue information and the correlation weight
of its neighbors, without requiring network-wide information.
V. OPTIMALITY OF (CORN)2
In this section, we present the main theorem that shows
the optimality of our cooperative sensing scheduling algorithm
and establish its performance measures.
We denote by (gi)i∈N the cost rate vector (i.e., time-
average of (Gi(t))i∈N ) induced by a generic sensing schedule
(μi,c(t))i∈N ,c∈Ci . Let the feasible cost set, G, be defined as
the closure of the set of all cost rate vectors of schedulers
satisfying the channel assignment constraint (10). For some
small  > 0, let (g∗i,) ∈ G be the minimum cost rate
vector with a corresponding scheduler (μi,c(t)) satisfying the
following:
lim
T→∞
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
μi,c(t) ≥ RS + ,
and lim
T→∞
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
Mi,c(t) ≥ RD + .
According to [15], lim→0+
∑
i∈N g
∗
i, =
∑
i∈N g
∗
i where
(g∗i ) ∈ G is the minimum cost rate vector that satisfies the
conditions (6).
A. Optimality of (CORN)2
The following theorem states the cost optimality and the
stability of virtual queues, under the scheduler (9), and under
the scheduler (12) if the assumption (11) holds:
Theorem 1: Given  > 0, the algorithm can achieve a time-
averaged ensemble cost:
lim sup
T→∞
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
E{Gi(t)} ≤
∑
i∈N
g∗i, +
B
V
, (13)
with all the virtual queues bounded by:
lim sup
T→∞
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
E{QDi,c(t) +QSi,c(t)}
≤V
∑
i∈N g
∗
i, +B

, (14)
where B  12 (R2D +R2S +Mmax + 1)
∑
i∈N Ci. 2
Remark 2: The inequality (14) indicates that the virtual
queues are stable, and hence the constraints (6) are satisfied.
Since B is independent of the control parameter V , the
inequality (13) states that the cost of the proposed algorithm
can be arbitrarily close to
∑
i∈N g
∗
i,, when V is chosen large
2Note that the expectation in (13)(14) is over the initial virtual queue
backlogs (i.e., (QSi,c(0)) and (QDi,c(0))) and possible randomization in (9)
and (12) where we break the tie uniformly randomly when necessary.
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enough. That is, the algorithm can approach arbitrarily to
the optimal cost
∑
i∈N g
∗
i when  is chosen small enough
and V large enough. Note that a smaller value of  and a
larger value of V increase the upper-bound of the virtual
queue backlogs (14), and results in slower convergence of the
algorithm. We also note that the O(V ) upper-bound on the
virtual queues is not necessarily tight. Existing works, such
as [39][40] (for convex objective functions) [41] (for linear
objective functions), have shown stronger result of a universal
lower-bound Ω(logV ) on the queue backlogs. On the other
hand, Eryilmaz and Srikant have shown in [42] that O(V )
upper-bound is tight in a heavy-traffic scenario.
The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in the next subsection.
B. Proof of Theorem 1
We present a lemma to assist the proof of Theorem 1 as
follows:
Lemma 1: Given  > 0 such that (g∗i,) ∈ G, there exists a
stationary randomized sensing scheduling algorithm (denoted
by STAT) with sensing schedules (μSTATi,c (t)) independent of
virtual queue backlogs, such that the sensing schedules satisfy:
E{GSTATi (t)} = g∗i,, ∀t, ∀i ∈ N ,
E{μSTATi,c (t)} ≥ RS + , and E{MSTATi,c (t)} ≥ RD + ,
∀t, ∀i ∈ N , ∀c ∈ Ci. Similar formulations of STAT and their
proofs have been given in [15], so we omit the proof of Lemma
1 for brevity.
To prove Theorem 1, we introduce a queue vector
Q(t)  ((QDi,c(t)), (QSi,c(t))) and define the Lyapunov func-
tion L(Q(t)) as follows:
L(Q(t))  1
2
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
[QDi,c(t)
2 +QSi,c(t)
2].
We define the corresponding Lyapunov drift by Δ(t) 
E{L(Q(t+ 1))− L(Q(t)).
By squaring the virtual queue dynamics (7) and (8), we can
derive the following inequality of the Lyapnov drift:
Δ(t) + V
∑
i∈N
E{Gi(t)|Q(t)}
≤B + V
∑
i∈N
E{Gi(t)|Q(t)}
+
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
E{(RD −Mi,c(t))|Q(t)}QDi,c(t)
+
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
E{(RS − μi,c(t))|Q(t)}QSi,c(t). (15)
We find an equivalence of (15) by rearranging terms as
follows:
Δ(t) + V
∑
i∈N
E{Gi(t)|Q(t)}
≤B +
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
(RSQ
S
i,c(t) +RDQ
D
i,c(t))
−
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
E{μi,c(t)(QSi,c(t)− V (PS + PTx + PRx(Ici − 1)))
+Mi,c(t)Q
D
i,c(t)|Q(t)}, (16)
where we employ the following equality by changing order of
summation and noting the assumption of fair cooperation:∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
∑
j∈Ii\{i}
PRxμj,c(t) =
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
μi,c(t)PRx(I
c
i − 1).
If the bounded contribution assumption (11) holds, we can
further simplify (16) as follows:
Δ(t) + V
∑
i∈N
E{Gi(t)|Q(t)}
≤B +
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
(RSQ
S
i,c(t) +RDQ
D
i,c(t))
−
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
E{μi,c(t)[QSi,c(t) +
∑
j∈Ii
wci,j(t)Q
D
j,c(t)
− V (PS + PTx + PRx(Ici − 1))]|Q(t)},
(17)
with the employment of the following equality:∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
∑
j∈Ii
μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t)Q
D
i,c(t)
=
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
μi,c(t)
⎛
⎝∑
j∈Ii
wci,j(t)Q
D
j,c(t)
⎞
⎠ ,
where we have changed the order of summations.
Note that the third term of the Right-Hand Side (RHS) of
(16) (and of (17)) is minimized by the algorithm proposed
in Section IV-B (Section IV-C) over the set of all feasible
algorithms including STAT introduced in Lemma 1. Therefore,
we can substitute into the RHS of (15) a stationary randomized
algorithm STAT with the cost rate vector (g∗i,), and obtain:
Δ(t) + V
∑
i∈N
E{Gi(t)|Q(t)}
≤B + V
∑
i∈N
g∗i, − 
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
(QSi,c(t) +Q
D
i,c(t)). (18)
We take the expectation with respect to the distribution of
Q(t) on both sides of (18) and take the time average on t =
0, · · · , T − 1, which leads to
1
T
E{L(Q(T ))}+ V
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈N
E{Gi(t)}
≤B + V
∑
i∈N
g∗i, −

T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
E{QDi,c(t) +QSi,c(t)}.
(19)
By taking limsup of T on both sides of (19), we can prove
(13) and (14), respectively.
VI. S-(CORN)2 IN DENSELY POPULATED CRNS
Recall in the (CORN)2 described in Section IV, we assume
that each node passively receives the broadcast of sensing
information from each of its neighbors at a cost of PRx . In a
densely populated network (e.g., a densely populated sensor
network), a node may suffer from a high energy consumption
associated with the communication overhead due to excessive
cooperation, while already having a sensing quality rate much
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higher than the required rate RD. This inefficiency can be ad-
dressed by allowing each SU to be selective in receiving neigh-
borhood information. More formally, we introduce a control
parameter vcj,i(t) ∈ {0, 1} that allows an SU node i to decide
whether it receives the sensing information from a neighbor j
at time slot t. Specifically, we denote by vcj,i(t) = 1, i = j, the
event that node i decides to receive the sensing information
of node j on channel c; vcj,i(t) = 0, otherwise. A node i
can reduce its energy consumption by setting vcj,i(t) = 0 and
avoiding unnecessary reception of sensing information from
some neighbors j. We let vci,i(t) = 1, ∀t, since node i’s sensing
information is known to itself. Accordingly, the cost for each
node i at time slot t is updated as
Gi(t) =
∑
c∈Ci
[(PS + PTx)μi,c(t) +
∑
j∈Ii\{i}
PRxμj,c(t)v
c
j,i(t)].
We adopt the same problem formulation in Section IV, with
the improvement of sensing quality at node i about a channel
c updated as
Mi,c(t) 
∑
j∈Ii
μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t)v
c
j,i(t),
where we assume the following bounded contribution assump-
tion to hold: ∑
j∈Ii
μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t)v
c
j,i(t) ≤ Mmaxi,c .
The corresponding algorithm solution for each time slot t
should be optimized over (μi,c(t))i,c and (vcj,i(t))i,j,c. In the
following, we introduce the distributed (CORN)2 adapted to
densely populated CRNs.
Selective (CORN)2 (S-(CORN)2):
Consider a CRN with SUs i ∈ N . For each time slot t, the
optimal vcj,i(t) = vc∗j,i(t), ∀j ∈ Ii\{i}, ∀c ∈ Ci, is determined
as
vc∗j,i(t) =
{
1, if wcj,i(t)QDi,c(t) > V PRx ,
0, otherwise.
(20)
The sensing schedules (μi,c(t))i,c are then determined subject
to (10) by
max
(μi,c(t))i,c
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
μi,c(t){QSi,c(t)
− V (PS + PTx) + wci,i(t)QDi,c(t)
+
∑
j∈Ii\{i}
[wci,j(t)Q
D
j,c(t)− V PRx ]+}.
(21)
The S-(CORN)2 decouples the scheduling of (vcj,i(t))i,j,c
and (μi,c(t))i,c: (20) can be solved independently of
(μi,c(t))i,c. Specifically, according to (20), SU i decides to re-
ceive sensing information from its neighbor j (i.e., vcj,i(t) = 1)
when the sensing deficiency of SU i outweighs the energy
consumption of receiving SU j’s sensing outcome by a factor
of V . Similar to the original (CORN)2, (21) is a maximal
weight matching optimization that can be solved in a greedy
and distributed manner. We can show that Theorem 1 holds
with (g∗i,)i denoting the cost vector -close to the optimality
over all feasible schedules
(
(μi,c(t))i,c ,
(
vcj,i(t)
)
i,j,c
)
. The
corresponding proof for the optimality of S-(CORN)2 can be
developed similar as in Section V-B, and we provide a brief
proof sketch in the following.
Proof sketch of Optimality: Similar to deriving (17) in the
proof of Theorem 1, we observe the following inequality on
the Lyapunov drift:
Δ(t) + V
∑
i∈N
E{Gi(t)|Q(t)}
≤B +
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
(RSQ
S
i,c(t) +RDQ
D
i,c(t))
−
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
E{μi,c(t)[QSi,c(t) +
∑
j∈Ii
wci,j(t)v
c
i,j(t)Q
D
j,c(t)
− V (PS + PTx + PRx
∑
j∈Ii\{i}
vci,j(t))]|Q(t)},
(22)
where we employ the following two equalities
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
∑
j∈Ii\{i}
µj,c(t)v
c
j,i(t) =
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
∑
j∈Ii\{i}
µi,c(t)v
c
i,j(t),
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
∑
j∈Ii
µj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t)v
c
j,iQ
D
i,c(t)
=
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
µi,c(t)
⎛
⎝∑
j∈Ii
wci,j(t)v
c
i,j(t)Q
D
j,c(t)
⎞
⎠ ,
by changing the order of summation. The last term on the
RHS of (22) is equivalent to
−
∑
i∈N
∑
c∈Ci
E{μi,c(t)[QSi,c(t)
− V (PS + PTx) + wci,i(t)QDi,c(t)
+
∑
j∈Ii\{i}
vci,j(t)(w
c
i,j(t)Q
D
j,c(t)− V PRx)]|Q(t)},
(23)
where we make use of the fact that vci,i(t) = 1, ∀i, ∀c.
It is easy to check that (20) (21) in S-(CORN)2 min-
imizes (23), and hence, minimizes the RHS of (22),
over a group of algorithms including STAT introduced
in Lemma 1 (with the corresponding sensing schedule((
μSTATi,c (t)
)
i,c
,
(
vc,STATj,i (t)
)
i,j,c
)
. By substituting STAT
to the RHS of (22) and following the proof in deriving (19),
we can prove the optimality of S-(CORN)2.
We note that in the literature of network resource schedul-
ing, a Lyapunov optimization approach leads to a centralized
high-complexity solution in [15][16] and a random access ap-
proach in [36][37][38] achieves a distributed optimal solution
with the overheads of RTS/CTS handshake. In this work, we
have shown under the proposed virtual queue framework and
under mild assumption (11) (which is easily satisfied when
we set Mmaxi,c large enough) that our proposed near optimal
solutions of (CORN)2 and S-(CORN)2 are distributed with
low complexity without the overheads of RTS/CTS.
VII. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, using numerical analyses via Matlab, we
evaluate (CORN)2 (discussed in Section IV-B) in Section
VII-A and compare the performance of the distributed version
of (CORN)2 and the distributed S-(CORN)2 in Section VII-B.
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For the evaluations, a CRN of N SU nodes operating on a
single channel is considered, where each node tries to estimate
the spectrum occupancy on the channel using either non-
cooperative or cooperative sensing employing (CORN)2.
Non-cooperative sensing is modeled as a special case of
(CORN)2. The sensing deficiency queue, QDi,c(t), is not con-
sidered and the spectrum sensing is scheduled according to
only the local sensing queue, QSi,c(t). In a non-cooperation
case, a node i improves its sensing quality about channel c
for any time slot t by:
Mi,c(t)  min{
∑
j∈Ii
μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t),M
max
i,c } = μj,c(t),
where we used the fact that wci,i(t) = 1 and Mmaxi,c > 1 from
Section IV. Hence, with non-cooperative sensing, the local
sensing rate is set to the maximum of the RD and RS param-
eters used in the cooperative sensing case for fairness. More-
over, the energy consumption cost is Gi(t) =
∑
c∈Ci Psμi,c(t)
at each node i, i.e., cooperation overhead is not considered.
In our numerical evaluations, the cost represents energy con-
sumption associated with sensing. In all tests, we use the
following parameters: PS = 3.5mJ, PTx = PRx = 0.1125mJ,
which are consistent with the values reported in [24]. For
cooperative sensing, all N nodes are assumed to be available
for cooperation, i.e., Ii = N, ∀i ∈ N . The maximum level
of information that can be obtained in a single time slot is
limited to 2, i.e., Mmaxi,c = 2, ∀i ∈ N , and the channel
c is considered. For notation simplicity, wci,j(t) is replaced
by wi,j(t) in the following analysis. Further to simplify the
algorithm evaluation, we assume in this section that wi,j(t) is
fixed over time t and uniform over i, j ∈ N with i = j (i.e.,
wi,j(t) = wi′,j′(t), ∀i, j, i′, j′ ∈ N with i = j and i′ = j′).
Each data point represents the average values observed over
10,000 simulated time slots. In the simulations, we set the
control parameter V = 10, since we observe that a larger value
of V cannot noticeably decrease the energy consumption but
results in a slower convergence of the algorithm.
A. (CORN)2 Performance
In Fig. 2(a), the energy consumption per node per time slot
is shown as a function of the number of nodes in the network
under (CORN)2 and the non-cooperative sensing case. The
energy consumption performance is investigated for different
rate of sensing quality, RD, values and RS = 0.55. It can
be observed that cooperative sensing with (CORN)2 improves
energy consumption compared to non-cooperative sensing
when the number of nodes exceeds three, mainly owing to
the fact that cost of cooperation is offset by its benefits
for larger networks. For small clusters, RD is observed to
have a negative impact on the energy efficiency, where the
energy consumption of cooperative sensing can be as much
as 75% higher than that of non-cooperative sensing. On the
other hand, as the number of cooperating nodes increases, RS
dominates scheduling decisions since satisfying local sensing
queue constraints becomes sufficient to satisfy any sensing
deficiency queue constraints.
We next investigate the effect of the correlation weights
among neighboring nodes on the energy optimality. The local
correlation values are assumed to be unity, i.e., wi,i(t) = 1.
In Fig. 2(b), the energy consumption per node per time slot
is shown as a function of the number of nodes for different
correlation levels. The non-cooperative case is also shown.
The results indicate that (CORN)2 is able to save energy
compared to the non-cooperative case and the savings increase
with higher correlation levels. Perfect correlation results in
the highest cost saving. When the correlation levels are
sufficiently low, the cost of cooperation dominates benefits
reaped. In the pathological case of no correlation, the cost
increases with the number of nodes due to the increased cost
of sensing information reception. However, this information
does not benefit the receivers in terms of sensing information
accuracy and results in a larger energy consumption than
the non-cooperative case. These results emphasize the fact
that cooperation is not beneficial in every case, especially
when the correlation between nodes is very limited and the
energy consumption for communication is higher than that for
sensing.
B. Distributed (CORN)2 and S-(CORN)2
In this section, we compare the three distributed sensing
algorithms: the distributed cooperative solution of (CORN)2
(discussed in Section IV-C), the cooperative S-(CORN)2 (dis-
cussed in Section VI), and the non-cooperative sensing case.
Specifically, their energy consumption performance against
PTx = PRx (the energy consumption for broadcasting (PTx)
and receiving (PRx) sensing information) is shown in Fig.
3(a), where the sensing cost is fixed as PS = 3.5 mJ, the
number of nodes is set as N = 9, and Mmaxi,c = 10, ∀i,
∀c. It can be observed that S-(CORN)2 always outperforms
(CORN)2, since SUs can decide whether or not to receive
sensing information of neighboring nodes (and hence save
energy consumption) under S-(CORN)2. We can also observe
in Fig. 3(a) that the saved energy consumption becomes much
larger under S-(CORN)2 when the cost of communication
increases. In cases where communication is cheaper than
sensing (i.e., PTx is comparatively smaller than PS), coop-
erative sensing outperforms non-cooperative sensing with di-
minishing returns. For higher values of PTx (i.e., from energy
consumption perspective, when communication is expensive),
the energy consumption of non-cooperative sensing can be
smaller than cooperative sensing. Hence, through Fig. 3(a),
we have shown that the cost for communication with respect
to sensing is an important factor trading off between local
sensing and cooperation. Compared to (CORN)2, S-(CORN)2
can accommodate larger communication energy levels, while
still outperforming non-cooperative communication.
We also investigate the effect of the number of users on
energy consumption in Fig. 3(b). As the number of users
initially increases, a full cooperation is encouraged as the
energy consumption decreases significantly. That is why the
distributed solution of (CORN)2 and S-(CORN)2 coincide in
energy consumption at N = 2, 3. As the number of users
increases, the communication cost increases, leading to an
increase in energy consumption. We also note that when the
number of users increases, some users may decide not to
receive the broadcasted sensing information from neighbors
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Fig. 2. Optimal energy consumption vs. number of nodes for (a) different sensing quality rates and (b) different correlation weights among neighbors.
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption vs. (a) PTx and (b) number of nodes N . RD = 0.9, wij(t) = 0.6.
under S-(CORN)2 (i.e., excessive cooperation is avoided).
This results in a lower energy consumption than the original
(CORN)2. Thus, as the number of users increases (i.e., as
the SU network becomes populated), the increase in energy
consumption under S-(CORN)2 is not as sharp as that under
(CORN)2.
C. Comparisons with Spatial-Correlation Based Sensing
Scheduling Algorithms
In this section, we compare (CORN)2 with respect to a
spatial-correlation-based cooperative sensing algorithm, where
we do not require a minimum sensing rate constraint (i.e.,
RS = 0). Different from (CORN)2, the spatial-correlation-
based algorithm is developed to minimize the energy con-
sumption employing spatial correlations only.3 Specifically,
3This spatial-correlation-based algorithm is inspired by and based in part
on [10]. Note that we have considered local sensing quality constraint in this
algorithm instead of the global constraint on probability of misdetection/false
alarm in [10].
the centralized spatial-correlation-based algorithm is defined
as follows, for each time slot t,
minimize
∑
i∈N
Gi(t)
subject to
∑
j∈Ii
μj,c(t)w
c
j,i(t) ≥ RD, ∀i ∈ N , c ∈ Ci, (24)
with constraint (10). Under the above spatial-correlation-based
algorithm, at each time slot t, if an SU is scheduled to sense
a channel, it will broadcast its sensing data to its neighbors.
However, an SU i does not utilize its neighbor SU j’s sensing
data if SU j is not scheduled to perform sensing at the
current time slot t (i.e., if μj,c(t) = 0), as is captured by
the constraint (24). That is, under this algorithm a node does
not utilize any sensing information before the current time
slot (either from its local sensing history or its neighbors
broadcasted data in the past). Hence, this algorithm optimizes
the total energy consumption only based on the current spatial
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correlations.4 We also note that this algorithm is required
to solve a centralized optimization, while (CORN)2 can be
solved in a distributed fashion under the bounded contribution
assumption.
With the same simulation setup as introduced at the be-
ginning of Section VII and RD = 0.9, the (per node per
time slot) energy consumption is shown in Figure 4 under
(CORN)2, the spatial-correlation-based algorithm, and the
non-cooperative algorithm. It can be observed that (CORN)2
indeed outperforms the spatial-correlation-based algorithm and
the non-cooperative algorithm under the same number of SU
nodes. We also observe that when the number of nodes is small
(e.g., N=2), the gain from spatial correlation alone cannot
compensate for the additional cooperative communication
cost, compared to the non-cooperative sensing algorithm.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the problem of cooperative spec-
trum sensing, where we have leveraged the spatio-temporal
correlations between spectral observations among different
nodes and across different time points. Based on the notion
of sensing information accuracy, which decays with time,
we have developed virtual queue structures that represent
the evolution of sensing quality in a given node. These
virtual queues form the basis of our novel sensing scheduling
algorithms that minimize the total cost of spectrum sensing
while guaranteeing given levels of average sensing quality.
The developed algorithm and its variants are theoretically
shown to minimize the sensing cost and stabilizing all queues
in the network, which in turn guarantees desired sensing
quality levels. In our future work, we will extend the sensing
algorithm both theoretically and in implementations to the case
4In comparison, the past sensing information is captured by the total sensing
deficiency queue QDi,c(t) under (CORN)2: Node i receives the spectrum
estimate from nodes j (which sense the same channel at time t) and this
contributes to the spectrum sensing knowledge and decreases the virtual queue
by Mi,c(t) with respect to spatial correlation. As time goes by, the virtual
queue increases by RD , which captures the loss in spectrum information
quality as the temporal correlation decreases.
where RD changes over SUs and channels under different
mobility models.
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